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single emitting layer. The multi-directionally rubbed
AL22636 surface and the uni-directionally rubbed F8BT
surface produce the reverse twisted structures. c,
microscopic textures and d, PL textures under LH (top
image) and RH (bottom image) circular polarizers. e, the
CPEL spectra for the 1st (top spectra) and 2nd (bottom
spectra) quadrants in the sample as in c. All spectra
measured without a circular polarizer, and with LH and
RH circular polarizers are presented by black (IT), red
(IL), and blue (IR) solid lines, respectively. Credit: by
Kyungmin Baek, Dong-Myung Lee, Yu-Jin Lee, Hyunchul
Choi, Jeongdae Seo, Inbyeong Kang, Chang-Jae Yu,
and Jae-Hoon Kim

Control of the polarization of light is a key feature
for displays, optical data storage, optical quantum
information, and chirality sensing. In particular, the
direct emission of circularly polarized (CP) light has
attracted great interest because of the enhanced
performance of displays such as organic lightemitting diodes (OLEDs) and light sources for
characterizing the secondary structure of proteins.
To actually produce CP light, the luminescent layer
should contain chiral characteristics, which can be
achieved, for example, by decorating the
luminophores with chiral materials or doping chiral
molecules into achiral materials. However, such
chirality of the luminescent layer makes it possible
to generate only one kind of CP light in an entire
device since it is difficult to control the chiral sense
a, schematic diagrams of the fabrication process of the
circular polarization-emitting device (i, the 1st rubbing of spatially.
AL22636 coated on CuPc. ii, spin coating and drying of
F8BT layer and iii, rubbing the F8BT (2nd rubbing) with
different direction from the 1st rubbing. iv, coating optical
adhesion (NOA) on the rubbed F8BT and v, thermal
annealing the sample at liquid crystalline temperature of
the F8BT. vi, cooling down the sample and peeling off
NOA and vii, TPBi/LiF/Al deposition in vacuum,
sequentially. An AFM image and the corresponding
Fourier transformed image show the 2nd rubbed surface
of the F8BT. Here, scale bar represents 5 ?m and
arrows are indicating the rubbing directions). b,
schematic diagram of the simultaneous emission with
orthogonal handedness in circular polarization from

In a new paper published in Light Science &
Application, scientists from Department of
Electronic Engineering, Hanyang University,
Republic of Korea demonstrated a simultaneously
emitting device with orthogonal handedness in
circular polarization from an achiral luminophore
with a liquid crystalline (LC) phase. By rubbing
alignments of luminophores in its upper and lower
surfaces in different directions, the luminescent
layer is continuously twisted and thus light passing
through the luminescent layer emerges as right-
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handed (RH) or left-handed (LH) CP light without
based on the Mueller matrix analysis."
any chiral part. More interestingly, this twisting
chiral sense is determined by the rubbing directions "The fabricating process and theoretical analysis
in its upper and lower surfaces. As a result, by
proposed herein emphasizes the feasibility of the
generating multiple alignments in the lower surface light source with multi-polarization, including
of the achiral luminophore and unidirectional
orthogonal CP states, thereby paving the way
alignment in its upper surface, a light-emitting
towards novel applications in biosensors as well as
device with orthogonal handedness in circular
optical devices such as OLEDs," the scientists
polarization was implemented with a single achiral forecast.
luminophore. This experimental demonstration
highlights the feasibility of the light source with multi- More information: Kyungmin Baek et al,
polarization, including orthogonal CP states,
Simultaneous emission of orthogonal handedness
thereby paving the way for novel applications in
in circular polarization from a single luminophore,
biosensors as well as optical devices such as
Light: Science & Applications (2019). DOI:
OLEDs.
10.1038/s41377-019-0232-0
In a conventional OLED, since a circular polarizer
in front of the OLED panel is inevitably required to
prevent reflection of ambient light from a metal
Provided by Chinese Academy of Sciences
electrode, only half of the light extracted from the
OLED panel reaches the eye. As a result, direct
emission of CP light from an OLED with the same
handedness as that of the circular polarizer in front
of the OLED panel can increase the efficiency of
the emitted light. Highly efficient OLED is
implemented by directly generating a high degree
of CP light, which is achieved from a twisted
structure of the LC luminophore. The twisted sense
of the LC luminophore was governed by producing
the different boundary conditions in its upper and
lower surfaces. In addition, the degree of CP light in
the twisted luminophore was theoretically
calculated based on the Mueller matrix analysis
and a CP light-emitting mechanism was confirmed.
These scientists summarize the scientific
achievement in their CP light-emitting device:
"For the first time, we demonstrated direct CP light
emissions by using a twisted achiral conjugate
polymer without any chiral component by
introducing different boundary conditions in the
upper and lower surfaces of the polymer. By
patterning different alignment directions on one of
its polymer surfaces, patterned CP light with
various polarization states can be achieved through
the fabricating process proposed herein. Also, the
twisting limitation of the polymer by surface
boundary conditions was systematically analyzed
based on the surface anchoring energy model, and
the degree of CP light was theoretically calculated
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